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1. Introduction 
Let G = (ai ,..., ap,bl ,..., b,;wv = l), 1 5 p, 1 5 q, where 1 # w = 
w(al,... ,ap) and 1 # u = v(bl,. . .,bq). 
The group G is of great interest both for group theory and for topology 
(see [ 2,7,17] ). We are concerned with the one-relator presentations of G and 
the solution of the isomorphism problem for G. In [lo] we showed that if 
p = q = 2 and neither w nor v is a power of a primitive element in the 
free group (al, az;) or (bl, b2; ), respectively, then for each minimal generating 
system {xi, . . . , x4} of G there is a presentation of G with one defining relation, 
and G has only finitely many Nielsen equivalence classes of minimal generating 
systems. The proof in [lo] is based on an investigation of the subgroups of 
G of rank _< 4 and on the group-theoretical lemma (Lemma 2.1) in [lo] for 
which an extension to more than two generators is not available. Here we 
extend the result of [ lo] for minimal generating systems of G. We cannot 
adapt the arguments in [lo] in general but the knowledge that a system in G 
is a minimal generating system of G gives us some information about G which 
allows us to extend the results in [lo] to the following one. 
If w or u is not a power of a primitive element in the free group (al,. . . , a,; ) 
or (h,...,b,;), respectively, then for each generating system {xi,. . . ,x,+,} of 
G there is a presentation of G with one defining relation, and G has only 
finitely many Nielsen equivalence classes of minimal generating systems, and, 
hence, we can decide algorithmically in finitely many steps whether an arbitrary 
one-relator group is or is not isomorphic to G (see Theorem 3.4). This result 
stands in some contrast to the corresponding results in [4] and [ 161. 
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This extension in Theorem 3.4 of the results in [lo] concerning the minimal 
generating systems of G was known to me some time after the publication of 
[lo], and I mentioned this extension on several occasions. I also discussed 
this in my talks in 1984 at conferences in Alta and Crete. The main reasons 
for me, now, to publish the proof of this extension, are some (more or less) 
recent discussions about the isomorphism problem for one-relator groups in 
which I was asked for an extension such as above. In this connection I am very 
grateful to G. Baumslag, D. Collins, B. Fine, T. Gaglione, A. Juhasz, F. Levin, 
C. Maclachlan, E. Rips, F. Rohl, Z. Sela, H. Short and D. Spellman. I also 
thank the referee for some valuable remarks and comments. 
2. Preliminaries 
In the paper we use the terminology and notation of [ 7 ] and [ 17 ] ; here (-; -) 
indicates a description of a group in terms of generators and relations. In this 
sense the term one-relator group means a group given by a presentation with 
finitely many generators and one relation. By (ai,. . . , a,) we denote the group 
generated by ai,...,a,. Frequently we obtain from one system {xi,. . . , x,} a 
new one by Nielsen transformations and then denote the latter by the same 
symbols. 
By (a, p), CX, p E N, we denote the greatest common divisor of cy and j3. 
2.1 
Let G = Hi “A Hz be the free product of Hi and H2 with amalgamation 
A = HI fl Hz. We assume that in G a length L and an order are introduced as 
in [ 15 1. From [ 151 and [ 81 we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf {x1,. . . ,x,} c G is a finite system of elements of G, then there 
is a Nielsen transformation from {xl,. . . , x,} to a system {y,, . . . , y,,} for which 
one of the following cases holds: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
For every w E (~1,. . . , y,,) there is a representation w = ny=, yz, where 
Ei = fl, ei = ei+i if vi = ui+l, with L(y,,) 5 L(W) for i = l,...,q. 
Thereisaproducta=n~=,y~,a# l,withy,,~A(i=l,...,q),and 
in one of the factors Hj there is an element x # A with xax-’ E A. 
Of the yi there are p, p 2 1, contained in a subgroup of G conjugate to 
HI or Hz, and a certain product of them is conjugate to a non-trivial 
element of A. 
There is a g E G such that y1 @ gAg-‘, but for a suitable k E N we have 
yf E gAg-‘. 
The Nielsen transformation can be chosen so that (~1,. . . , y,} is smaller than 
{Xl,..., x,} or the lengths of the elements of {x1,. . . , x,} are preserved. 
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U- {Xl,..., x,} is a generating system of G, then in case (3) we find that 
p 2 2, because then conjugations determine a Nielsen transformation. 
If we are interested mainly in a combinatorial description of (xl,. . . ,x,) in 
terms of generators and relations, we find again that p 2 2 in case (3), possibly 
after a suitable conjugation. If (xl,. . , ,x,> is a generating system of G, then 
L(yj) < 1 for i = l,...,n in case (1). 0 
2.2 
Let F = (al,. . . , a,,; ), n > 1, be the free group of rank n with the basis 
{al,..., a,}. Let r E F, r # 1, be freely reduced and suppose that, if n 2 2, 
there is no Nielsen transformation from {al,. . . ,a,} to a system {b,, . . . , bn} 
with r E (bl,...,b,_l). 
We consider generating systems {r, x1, . . . , x,} of F. 
We say that in a Nielsen transformation p from {r, xl,. . . ,x,} to a system 
{r,yt,. . . , y,} the element r is not replaced if in all the elementary Nielsen 
transformations of which 9 is composed r remains unchanged or is changed to 
r-l or is put in a different place of the relevant (n + 1 )-tuples. We refer to such 
a Nielsen transformation in which r is not replaced and to the corresponding 
Nielsen equivalence classes as r-stable. 
Lemma 2.2. Let F and r E F be as above. Then there are only finitely many 
r-stable Nielsen equivalence classes of generating systems {r, XI, . . . , x,,} in F. 
Proof. The lemma is certainly true if n = 1. Hence, let n > 2. We assume 
that in F the free length L and a suitable lexicographic order are introduced 
relative to the generators al,. . . , a,. Let {r,xl, . . .,x,} be a generating system 
of F. Since there is no Nielsen transformation from {a,, . . . , a,} to a system 
{bi,. . . > bn} with r E (b,, . . . , b,_l), there is no r-stable Nielsen transformation 
from {r,xl,... ,x,} to a system {r,y,,.. . , yn-i, l}. Now we perform r-stable 
Nielsen transformations from {r, XI, . . . ,x,} to other systems. Thus, we can 
achieve that L(xyr”) 2 L(xi) and L(x?rx,E) > L(xi) -L(r) + L(x,), n,& = 
fl, i,j = l,..., n. Since F = (r,xl,.. . ,x,) and there is no Nielsen transfor- 
mation from { aI, . . . ,a,} to a system {bl,. . ., bn} with r E (bl,. . . , b,_l), we 
must have either at least once L (xrr” ) < L (r ) or else always L (~1 rE ) 2 L (r ), 
but at least once L(rqxir”) < 2L(r) - L(xi), n,~ = fl, i E {l,...,n}. If at 
least once L(x?r’) < L(r), then L(xi) < L(r). If always L(xyr&) 2 L(r), but 
at least once L (rnx,r& ) < 2L (r ) - L (xi ), then all letters in Xi are cancelled, 
and L(xi) <L(r). 
Suppose now that L(x,) < L(r) for j = l,..., k; k E N, 1 2 k < n. 
We consider the subgroup U of F generated by x1,. . . , xk and r. Certainly, 
U # F. Suppose that U is free of rank < k. Then there is a Nielsen transfor- 
mation from {r, xi,. . . , xk} to a system {VI, . . . , yk, I}; also u = (yl,. . . , yk), 
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F = (.b,...,Yk,Xk+l,..., x,). In particular, there is a Nielsen transformation 
from {al,. . .,a,} to a system {bi,. . . ,b,} with r E (bi,. . . ,b,_l), which is a 
contradiction. 
Hence, U is free of rank k + 1 with the basis {r, xi,. . . , xk}. There is a 
Nielsen transformation from {r, xl,. . . , xk} to a system {zi, . . . , zk+ 1} hav- 
ing the Nielsen property. Let us consider this system { zi , . . . , zk+ I }. Since 
L(Xj) <L(r) forj = I,..., k, we have L(zi) < L(r) for i = l,..., k + 1. If 
gk+i,hk+i,..., g, and h, are elements of U, then the Nielsen transformation 
from {r,Xi,. . . ,X,} t0 {r,X,,. . . ,Xk,gk+lXk+lhk+l,. . . ,&X,h,} iS r-stable, that 
is, we can achieve that L(xFzj) 2 L(xi), L(xrzjX,E) > L(xi)-L(z,) +L(xl), 
V,E = +l, i,l E {k + 1,. . . , n}; j E { 1,. . . , k + l}; furthermore, L(xfzjzy) > 
L(x~)-L(zj) + L(z/) and L(zyzjxF) > L(z/)-L(zj) + L(x~), T/,E = fl, 
1,j E {I,... ,k+l};iE{k+l,..., n}andq= lifl= j. 
Since U # F = (r,xl, . . . . xk ,..., xn) = (zl,..., zk+l,xk+l,..., xn) we must 
have either at least once L(xIz;) < L( zJ ) < L(r) or else always L(xr zj) 2 
L(zj), but at least once L(z~x~z~) 5 L(zj)-L(x~) + L(z/) < 2L(r)-L(xi), 
E,V = fl; j,ZE {l,..., k + l}; iE {k + l,..., n}. 
This means that L(xi) 5 L(r) for one i E {k + 1,. . . , n}. 
Now, by induction, we get - possibly after applying r-stable Nielsen trans- 
formations- L(Xi) 5 L(r) forall i E {l,..., n}. This completes the proof, for 
there are only finitely many generating systems {Y, xi,. . . ,x,} of F for which 
L(xj) 5 L(r) for i = l,...,n. 0 
Example (see also [9] ). Let F = (al,. . . , a,;), n > 2, and w = a;ll . . . at*, all 
cuiZ2.Iftherearexi ,..., x,~Fwith(w,xi ,..., x,) = Fthen{w,x, ,..., x,} 
YI is w-stable Nielsen equivalent to a system {w, al,. . . , ai_1, ai , Q~+~, . . . , a,}, 
1 I: i < y1, 1 5 yi 5 $cYj, (yi,(Yj) = 1. 
3. On cyclically pinched one-relator groups 
3.1. Let G = (ai,. . . ,ap, bl,. . . , b,; WV = l), where 1 5 p, 1 5 q, 1 # w = wi, 
r 2 1, w1 = wi(ai,..., a,) is not a proper power in the free group Hi = 
@I,..., a,;) and 1 # u = US, s 2 1, u1 = vl (bl, . . . , b4) is not a proper power 
in the free group Hz = (bl,. . . , b4;). 
If r = 1 and wI is a primitive element in HI then G is a free group of rank 
p + q - 1. Analogously, if s = 1 and uI is a primitive element in H2 then G 
is a free group of rank p + q - 1. Hence, from now on we assume that the 
following holds: 
3.2. r > 2 if w1 is a primitive element in HI and s 2 2 if ui is a primitive 
element in Hz. 
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Then G has rank p + q, that is, G can be generated by p + q elements but not 
byp+q-1 elements.Alsothefactorgroup(a,,...,a,;w = l)*(bi,...,&;v=l) 
of G has rank p + q. Moreover (see [ 14]), we have the following: 
3.3. Ifwi isnotprimitiveinHi then(ai,...,a,;wi = l)*(bi,...,b,;v=l) has 
rankp+q;ifviisnotprimitiveinHZthen(ai,...,a,;w = l)*(bl,...,b,;vi = 
1) has rank p + q and if both wI and u1 are not primitive then (ai,. . . , up; w1 = 
l)*(h,..., b,; u1 = 1) has rank p + q (all these free products are factor groups 
of Gl. 
Let 3.2 hold. If both w1 and u1 are primitive then G is isomorphic to the free 
product (a,b;a’b” = 1) * (ci,. . . , c,,+~_~;) and, by the Theorem of Grushko, 
we have to consider the group Gi = (a, b; urbs = 1) with 2 5 r, S. If Y + s = 4, 
there is only one Nielsen equivalence class of generating pairs {xi, X_T} of Gi, 
and there is nothing to prove. 
If Y + s > 5, there are infinitely many distinct Nielsen equivalence classes 
of generating pairs {xi, x2) of Gi (see [9] and [ 161); each generating pair 
{x1,x2} is Nielsen equivalent to just one pair {aa, bp} with 1 5 o 5 $pr, 
1 5 /J < $XS and (a,/3) = ((Y,Y) = (p,s) = 1 (see [16]). By [4], such a 
system {aa, bfl) can only give rise to a one-relator presentation of Gi if 0: = 1 
or /I = 1. Thus the solution of the isomorphism problem for Gi now follows 
by the Whitehead method (see [ 71). Thus, from now on we assume that at 
most one of wi and vu1 is primitive. 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be as in 3.1, and let 3.2 hold. Let at most one of WI and 
uI beprimitive. If {xl,...,x,+,} IS a g eneruting system of G, then one of the 
following two cases occurs: 
(1) There is a Nielsen transformation from {x1,. . ,x~+~} to a system 
{al, . . . . a,,yl,...,y,} with yl,...,yq l fb and% = (v,yl,...,y,). 
(2) There is a Nielsen transformation from {x1,. . , x~+~} to a system 
{Y l,...,yP,bl,...,bq} withy~,...,~, EHI andf-6 = (w,YI,...,Y,). 
For {xl,... ,x,+,} there is a presentation of G with a single defining relation. 
Furthermore, G has only finitely many Nielsen equivalence classes of minimal 
generating systems, and we can decide algorithmically in finitely many steps 
whether or not an arbitrary one-relator group is isomorphic to G. 
Proof. We may assume that wI and v1 is cyclically reduced. With respect to 
the Theorem of Grushko (see [ 7 ] ), we also may assume that the following 
holds: 
3.5. There is no Nielsen transformation from {al,. . . , up} to a system {ci, _ . . , cp} 
with wi E (ci , . . . , cp_l), and there is no Nielsen transformation from {b,, . . . , bq} 
to a system {dl, . . .,d,} with u1 E (dl,. . . ,d,_,). 
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Let (xi,...,++, } be a (minimal) generating system of G. By 3.3, no xi is 
contained in the normal closure of (w, v) in G; if wi is not primitive, then no 
xi is contained in the normal closure of (~1, V) in G; if v1 is not primitive, 
then no xi is contained in the normal closure of {w,vl) in G, and if both u,q 
and ~1 are not primitive, then no Xi is contained in the normal closure of 
(~,,T~~) in G. 
Lemma 3.6. Let UPI be not pri~~t~~e in HI = {al,. . . , ap;)_ Let xi,. . _ ,x, E WI, 
1 < n I p. q-q E (Xi,..., x,)) fir smne cx 2 1, then n = p and WI E 
(XI,...,X~). 
Proof. (x1,. . .,x,} must be a free generating system for (xi,. _. ,x,f. Let a, 
cy 2 1, be minimal with EJ~ E {xi,. . . ,xn). Assume that CK 2 2. 
By 3.3, no conjugate of a power of lul is primitive in (xi,. . . ,xn;). Let 
R(Xi,... ,x,) = wp, R(Xi,.. *, x,) not a proper power in (xl,. . . ,xn;). As a 
subgroup of Hi the group H generated by 201, xi,. . . , x,~ is also free. By [ 11, H 
has rank I n - 1. Hence, the free product Pi * P2 with PI = (al,. _ . , ap; w1 = I), 
P2 = (b,,...,&;71 = I} has a rank I p + q - 1, which gives a contradiction. 
Therefore, cx = 1 and WI E (xi,. . . , xTtf_ We have to show ul = p. Assume 
that fz < p. We consider the factor group Qt * Q2 with Qi = jai,. . . , ap; wi = 
1) = @I ,..., a,;w = I}, Q2 = P2 = (bf,._,b9;v = 1). 
We denote the images of the xi again with xi. By the Theorem of Grushko 
there is a Nielsen transformation from {xl,. . . ,x~+~} to a system 
(Xl,--- ,Xn,Yn+l,...,Yp,Yp+l,..., YP+Ql 
with yn+i,..., vp E QI and yp+l , . . . ,Y~+~ E Q2. Moreover, 
QI = (xI,--.,x~,Y~+I,..-,Y~) and Q2 = (Y~+I,...~Y~+&. 
We consider Qi = (xi,. . . , xn, yn+i, . . . ,yp). 
Let Q = (xi T...,XntYn+l,..., yp_i). Because w1 E (xl,...,xn) c Q we have 
Qi E Q * (yp). By [ 141 there is a Nielsen transformation from {al,. . . , up} 
to a system { cr , . . . ,cp} with w1 E (cl ,... ,c,_i}, which contradicts 3.5. Hence, 
n = p, and Lemma 3.6 is proved. q 
Analogously, we get the following: 
Lemma 3.7. Let VI be not primitive in H2 = (b,, . . . , b4;). Let x1,. . . ,x, E Hz, 
1 I Iz I q. l-j-71; E (x,,.. .,x,) for some j3 2 1, then n = q and ~11 E
(x1,...,xnJ. 0 
Now, we regard G as a free product G = HI hA H2 with amalgamation, where 
Hl,H2 are as above and A = (‘~1) = (~-r) = (v). 
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Suppose that in G a length L and an order are introduced with respect to 
this factorization. We apply the Nielsen cancellation method for the generating 
system {xi,. . . ,xP+q }. We may assume that {xi,. . . , x~+~} is Nielsen reduced 
with respect to L and the order. Hence, let {xi,. . . ,x,+,} be Nielsen reduced. 
By 3.3 and the remarks from above, the cases ( 1) and (2) of Lemma 2.1 
do not occur for {xi,. . . ,x~+~ }. Recall that if case ( 1) would occur for 
{Xl,..., x,+,} then we would have L(xi) = 0 for some i E (1,. . . ,p + q} 
because L(w) = L(u) = 0. 
Hence, case (3) or case (4) of Lemma 2.1 occurs for {xi,...,x,+,}. 
Suppose first that neither WI, nor VI, is primitive. As above, case (4) of 
Lemma 2.1 does not occur for {xi,. . . ,x,+,}. Without any loss of general- 
ity, by 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 we then may assume - possibly after a suitable 
conjugation - that xi,. . . ,x, E HI and wi E (xi,. . . , xp) because case (3) of 
Lemma 2.1 must occur for {xi,. . . ,xP+q}. Certainly, {xi,. . .,x,} is a free gener- 
ating system for (xi,. . . , xp). Also (xP+ 1,. . . , x~+~) is free, and {xP+ 1,. . . ,x,+,} 
is a free generating system for (xP+ 1,. . . , x~+~). This follows from Lemma 2.1 
for {x,+1,... , x~+~}. If case (1) occurs then automatically (x,+ i, . . . , x~+~) is 
free on x~+~,...,x~+~. As above, the cases (2) and (4) cannot occur. No 
xi, j E {p + 1,. . . ,p + q}, can be conjugate to an element of Hi because the 
factor group (bi,. . . , b,; TJ = 1) of G has rank q and cannot be generated by 
q - 1 elements. Hence, if case (3) of Lemma 2.1 occurs for {x,+i, . . . , x~+~} 
then &+I,...,x~+~ ) is free by Lemma 3.7. We have to consider the possible 
relations between {xi, . . . ,.xp} and {xP+i,. . .,x~+~} and have in mind that 
{x1,... , x~+~} is Nielsen reduced. We cannot have xj”hxJ:” E Hi, E = f 1, 
for some j E {p + l,... ,p + q} and h E Hi, h # 1, because then xj would 
be in the kernel of the canonical epimorphism from G onto the factor group 
(bi, . . . , b,; ~1 = 1). The condition x~hx,? E HI means that x, must be of the 
form h'vp'wf' . . . wp-luPkh” where h’, h” E Hl. 
Lemma 3.8. Let UI = xiii,. . . , u,,, = x?+~, 1 5 m < q, ci = fl, with 
L(ui) > 2 for i = l,..., m. Assume that there are non-trivial gl,. . , , g, E 
(Xl,... ,xp) with uigiui’ E zHzz-l for i = l,...,m and some z E G. Let 
Ui # zH~z_’ for i = 1,. . . , m. Let zwpz-’ E (xl,. . . ,x0) for some Q E W. Then 
(Zv~z-Qllg~u;~,..., u,g,u;‘) isfieeon {~‘~~~-~,24~g~~~~,...,u~g~u~~}. 
Proof. We may assume that z = 1. We necessarily have UigiUr’ = yiV~l~,’ for 
someyiEH2andct’iEH,i= l,..., m.Wecannothaveyj = l,i~{l,..., m}, 
or Yi = YjZI, z1 E H2, i,j E {I,..., m}, i # j, where zi is in the normal 
closure of vl in HI, because otherwise (bl , . . . , b,; VI = 1) could be generated 
by q - 1 elements. Now the result follows from [3]. IJ 
Lemma 3.9. Assume that there is no z E G with xp+,, . . . ,x~+~ E zH2z-’ and 
zvgz-’ E (xp+l , . . . ,x~+~) for some /3 E N but that there is a zl E G with 
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~~p+l,.~.,Xp+m E ~*~zqf, 1 I m 5 q, and z,wp~’ E (Xl,.. ,,xp) fir SOme 
a E N such that we have a non-tr~viai relation between zl~ll z;l, xp+, . . . ,x,+,. 
Then m = q and Hi = (xI,...,xp). 
Proof. We may assume that z1 = 1. Then xp+ 1, . . . , x~+~ E HI, and we must 
have a non-trivial relation between U, xp+ ,, . . . , x,+, and, hence, between 
Qrxp+l,-..,xp+m. 
Let K = (~,x~+i,...,.~~+~~ ) c Hz. K is free of rank k <_ w1 because there 
is a non-trivial relation between vt,x,+r, .. .,x,+,. Let {yt,. . . ,yk} be a free 
generating set of K. We have G = (x1 ,..., xp,yl ,..., yk,~~+~+,,. ..,x~+~). 
Hence, k = m because G has rank p + q. No conjugate of a power of v1 can 
be primitive in K. Hence, by Lemma 3.7, we must have k = m = q because 
211 E K. Now, necessarily Hr = (xl,. . , ,xpf because there is no z E G with 
xp+t,...,xp+q E zI&z-’ and zz:rz-* E (xp+t,. . . ,xp+q) for some /? E N. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let u1 = x,“$,, . . . ,u,,, = a~>+~, 1 < m < q, Ei = 311, with 
L(ui) > 2 for i I= l,..., m. Assume that there are non-trivial gl, . . . , g, E 
(x1,..-, xp) with uigiu;’ E zi&z-‘for i = l,..., YR and some z E G. Let ui @ 
ZHIZ-’ for i = I,..., m. Let xp+m+l,. . ,xp+m+k E zHz.cl, I 5 k 5 q - m, 
and let zw;Yz-” E (x1,. _ . , xp) for some CY E N. Then 
@Jr z -1 -‘,ulglu[ ,.“, u,g,u,‘,Xp+m+l,...,Xp+m+k) 
is free on 
{zfw 
-1 
-h‘w, ,a.*, 
-1 
%n&?t~, ,-‘Cp+m+lt f * * > Xp+m+kb 
Proof. We may assume that z = 1. We necessarily have UigiuT’ = yivp’y,’ 
for some yi E Hz and ai E Z, i = I,. . . , m. Assume that there is a non-trivial 
relationbetweenr~t,zflgt~;‘,..., U,,,gmU;‘, x~+~+I,. . ,$+m+k. Then there is 
a non-trivial relation between vl,yl, . . . ,J~~,x~+~+ ,, . . . ,x~+~+~. The images 
of vt,yr,. . . ,yln,~p+m+l,. . . ,~~+~+k in the factor group (bl,. . . ,b4;vl = 1) 
necessarily generate this factor group. Hence, by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 we have 
m + k = q and we must have 
Hz = ~~1,~181~~1,...,~mgm~~1,~p+m+l,...,Xp+m+kj, 
and, therefore, {bl , . . . , b,; 811 = 1) can be generated by less than q elements. 
This gives a contradiction. Hence, 
-1 
(~l~%%~, ,...,~mgmUm’,x~+m+i,... ,-‘Cp+m+k ) 
is free on {vl,ulglu;‘,..., utngmuml,xp+m+*, . . . Jp+m+k}- a 
Now, Lemmas 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 give the desired result. We have to consider 
the following freely reduced words: 
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u = UlU.2.. . ut, t = 2t, > 2, 
1 # u2i-1 E (x1,...+), i = l,...,t,, 
1 # u2j E (xP+i, . . .,x,+,), i = 1,. . . , tl. 
Because G is not a free group (see also [ 141) we must have u = 1 for at 
least one such word. By Lemmas 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and the standard cancellation 
arguments in free products with amalgamation, applied analogously as in [ lo] 
and [ 121, this is possible only if Hi = (xi, . . . , xp) or if there is a z E H, with 
xp+l,...JP+, E z&z-’ and z~iz-’ E (xP+i,. . . ,x~+~). 
If Hi = (xi,. . . , xp), then we must have x,.+i, . . . ,.a~~+~ E H2 and H2 = 
( ~,xp+l,...,~ yp+q). Relative to the system {~,x~+i,. . . ,x~+~} there is a pre- 
sentation of H2 with a single defining relation r (u, xp+ 1, . . . , x,,, ) = 1. Bearing 
in mind that w E (xi,...,xP) and w = U- 1 in G we obtain relative to the 
generating system {xi,. . . ,x,+,} a presentation of G with a single defining 
relation. If x,+1 ,..., x~+~ E zH2z-’ and zviz-’ E (xP+i,.. .,xptq), z E HI, 
then we also have HI = (xl,. . . ,xp) because HI f (x1,. . . ,xp) would mean that 
xp+1,...,xp+q must help to generate HI, that is, HI = (xl,. . . ,x,, zw, z-l) and 
Wl E (Xl,.. . ,xp) # H,, which is impossible for G. Hence, H, = (x1,. . ,xp) 
and z E (WI), and therefore also H2 = (xP+i,. ..,x~+~). 
In any case, HI = (XI,. . . , xp), and we get the desired result with help of 
Lemma 2.2 and the Whitehead method (see [7]) if both zlll and 71, are not 
primitive. 
Now, let at least one of WI and vl be primitive. Without any loss of 
generality, let ul be primitive in H 2. By Theorem 3.4(2), we have q = 1, 
21, = bl =: b and %I = bS for some s 2 2. Here case (4) of Lemma 2.1 
may occur for {xi,. . . , xp+l}. But, if case (4) of Lemma 2.1 occurs, then we 
may assume - possibly after a suitable conjugation - that xP+i = bb for 
some J3 E N. Certainly, we must have (p, S) = 1 because the free product 
(al,..., ap;w = 1) * (b;b’ = 1) has rankp + 1. 
Because at most one of wl and 11, is primitive, we have that w1 is not 
primitive in HI. Hence, indeed, we may argue analogously as above to get 
H2 = (xP+i), that is, /3 = fl, or there is a z E H2 with x,,...,x, E zH,z-* 
and zwiz-’ E (x1,... ,xP). If H2 = (xp+l), then we must have xi,...,x, E Hl 
and HI = (w,xl, . . . ,x,,). If xi,. . . ,x, E zHlz-’ and zw,z-’ E (xi,. . . , xp) 
then we may assume z = 1 because H2 is cyclic. Now, we do not have 
necessarily HZ = (xP+ i) but we must have HI = (x1,. . . , xp), and, hence, 
H2 = (x,+ 1, v) = {bb, b”). This gives, as above, the desired result if case (4) 
of Lemma 2.1 occurs. 
Now, let case (3) of Lemma 2.1 occur for {xi,. . . , xp+ 1} such that at least 
two of the xl,...,xP+, are involved (see the final statements of Lemma 2.1). 
By Lemma 3.6 we then may assume - possibly after a suitable conjugation 
- that xl,... ,x, E HI and wi E (xi,. . . ,xp). Again, {xi,. . . ,xp} is a free 
generating system for (xi,. . . , xp), and (xP+i) is infinite cyclic because G is 
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torsion-free. We cannot have that x,+i is conjugate to an element of Hr. If 
x;+igx;:, E H2, E = *I, for some 1 # g E (xi,. . . ,x,) then automatically 
x;+igx;:i = bYS for some y E Z. 
We may have xi+ I gx;: 1 E HI, E = *I, for some 1 # g E (x1,. . . ,x,), but 
then we have necessarily that g is conjugate in HI to a power of wl. Therefore 
we have HI = (x1,.. . , xp) because HI # (XI,. . . , xp) would mean that x,+i 
must help to generate HI, that is, HI = (x1,. . . ,x,, ZW~Z-~), for some z E HI, 
defined by x,+1, and wi E (xi,..., xP) # Hi, which is impossible for G. 
Hence, HI = (x1,. . . , xp) and therefore we get xP+ 1 E Hz = (b), that is, again 
xP+i = ba for some p E Z\(O) with (B,s) = 1 and H2 = (b) = (bP,bS). 
This gives, as above, the desired result if case (3) of Lemma 2.1 occurs. 
Corollary 3.11. Let G be as in 3.1, and let 3.2 hold. Let both w and v be a 
proper power, that is, w = WI, r > 2, and v = us, s > 2. Let both wI and v1 
be not primitive. 
~f{xlY.,xp+q } is a generating system, then {XI,. . . ,x~+~} is Nielsen equiv- 
alent to {a,, . . . , ap, b,, . . . , bq}. 0 
The proof is an easy consequence of the proof of Theorem 3.4 and the result 
in [ 1 ] as applied in the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
Remarks. (1) Let G be as in 3.1, and let 3.2 hold. Then each automorphism 
of G is induced by an automorphism of the free group F of rank p + q, and 
the automorphism group of G is finitely generated (see [ 121). 
(2) Sela [ 131 has shown that the isomorphism problem is solvable for a 
torsion-free, hyperbolic group H, that is, we can decide algorithmically in 
finitely many steps whether or not an arbitrary torsion-free, hyperbolic group 
is isomorphic to H. 
For the concept of hyperbolic group see the paper [ 5 ] of Gromov. Now, let 
G be as in 3.1, and let 3.2 hold. 
If neither w nor v is a proper power then G is hyperbolic [ 5 1. It is not very 
difficult to show that G is hyperbolic if and only if at most one of w and v is 
a proper power. 
Hence, from Sela’s very deep and important result we get the following: 
Corollary 3.12. Let G be as in 3.1, and let 3.2 hold. Let at most one of w 
and v be a proper power. Then we can decide algorithmically in finitely many 
steps whether or not an arbitrary torsion-free, hyperbolic, one-relator group is 
isomorphic to G. 0 
This covers a part of Theorem 3.4. The classification of the hyperbolic one- 
relator groups was done by Juhasz [6]. He showed that a one-relator group K 
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is hyperbolic if and only if K does not contain a free abelian group of rank 
two, a group (a, b;ar ’ b” = 1) with Y,S 2 2 or a group (a, t; t-‘art 1~: aS) with 
1 Y \,\ s 1 > 1 as a subgroup. 
Remark. In the case of a proper power we have the following: 
Theorem 3.13 (see [l I]). Let H = (al ,..., a,,61 ,..., b,; (WV)? = I}, 1 5 p, 
1 < q, 2 < y, where 1 # w = w(a,, . . . , a, ) is not pri~~iti~~e in the free group 
(al,..., aP;) and 1 # u = v(b,,..., b4) is not primitive in the free group 
(bl,...,b,;). 
If {Xl,. . . Jp+*I is a generating system of H then {xl,. . . ,x~+~} is Nielsen 
equivalent to {al,. . . , a,, bl, . . . , bQ). 
Hence, we can decide a~gorithmicaIly in finitely many steps whether or not 
an arbitrary one-relator group is isomorphic to H. Further, each automorphism 
of H is induced by an automorph~sm of the free group F of rank p + q; and 
the automorphism group of H is finitely generated. 0 
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